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CMS leads in M&A – numerous top positions in leading 
international rankings 

CMS’s extremely strong performance in M&A legal services in the first half of 2019 has 
just been rewarded with excellent valuations and rankings from various market 
observers. Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters and Mergermarket see CMS as one of the 
top M&A legal advisors – on a global level and especially in CEE and Austria. 

In their half-yearly reports, the three market observers also agree that M&A activities have 
significantly declined in some sectors. However, CMS is so far ahead in the rankings in terms 
of the number of legally supported M&A transactions in this market – even though it is 
weaker than last year – because CMS M&A teams repeatedly think beyond their role as legal 
advisors and score highly for concentrating on the industry sector context of each M&A deal. 

Largest leap forward in Austrian ranking 
For CMS Austria, the ranking for the first half of the year reflects a particularly gratifying 
trend. In Mergermarket’s Global & Regional M&A Report, CMS ranks second in terms of the 
number of transactions handled in Austria. “This ranking provides motivation for the second 
half of the year,” says Peter Huber, Partner and Head of Corporate Transactions at CMS 
Vienna. “We have expanded our M&A team in recent months for good reason." 

CMS as Number 1 in CEE, DACH and the whole of Europe 
As in 2018, CMS is at the top of the Mergermarket rankings for the CEE and DACH regions. 
“For us and our ten offices in Southeastern and Eastern Europe, M&A is of particular 
importance,” says Gregor Famira, partner and coordinator of the firm’s CEE activities, who 
has been active in CEE for 20 years.  

“The CEE ranking shows that we have been able to increase the number of transactions 
compared to many other firms. The structure of our regional M&A team allows us to provide 
truly seamless cross-border services, which makes us more efficient.” 

In Thomson Reuters’ Global Mergers & Acquisitions Review, which stresses the lowest level 
of M&A activity in Europe in six years, CMS also leads the rankings for Europe as a whole. 
The Global M&A Market Review by Bloomberg can also be used for further global ranking. 
Here too, CMS’s position improved from eight to six. 

Pictures of Peter Huber and Gregor Famira for use free of charge are available here: 
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About CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz 

CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz is one of the leading law firms in Austria and Southeast Europe.  Because we are 
specialists, our lawyers and tax advisors are able to provide you with advice of the highest calibre and 
sophistication, both from a legal perspective as well as through our industry specific know-how. Highly-specialised 
teams consisting of internationally experienced lawyers primarily provide services in the following fields of law: 
M&A, banking and finance, real estate, construction law, taxes, labour law, IP and IT law, and public procurement.   
 
We not only create sound legal solutions for you but also work to create pragmatic solutions, especially with 
regards to your commercial goals. Our solutions correspond as much as possible to your company’s business 
needs. We operate offices in Vienna, Belgrade, Bratislava, Brussels, Istanbul, Kiev, Ljubljana, Podgorica, 
Sarajevo, Skopje, Sofia and Zagreb. All CMS offices together offer clients a team of more than 600 experienced 
specialists in 17 offices across the CEE/SEE region. cms.law  
 

 

About CMS 

Founded in 1999, CMS is a full-service top 10 international law firm, based on the number of lawyers (Am Law 
2016 Global 100). With 71 offices in 40 countries across the world, employing over 4,500 lawyers, CMS has 
longstanding expertise both at advising in its local jurisdictions and across borders. CMS acts for a large number 
of Fortune 500 companies and the FT European 500 and for the majority of the DAX 30. Revenues totalled EUR 
1.3bn in 2017. 

CMS provides a wide range of expertise across 19 expert practice and sector areas, including Corporate/M&A, 
Energy, Funds, Lifesciences, TMC, Tax, Banking and Finance, Commercial, Competition & EU, Dispute 
Resolution, Employment & Pensions, Intellectual Property and Real Estate & Construction. 

For more information, please visit cms.law 

CMS offices and associated offices: Aberdeen, Algiers, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Barcelona, Beijing, Belgrade, 
Berlin, Bogotá, Bratislava, Bristol, Brussels, Bucharest, Budapest, Casablanca, Cologne, Dubai, Duesseldorf, 
Edinburgh, Frankfurt, Geneva, Glasgow, Hamburg, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Kyiv, Leipzig, Lima, Lisbon, Ljubljana, 
London, Luxembourg, Lyon, Madrid, Mexico City, Milan, Monaco, Moscow, Munich, Muscat, Paris, Podgorica, 
Prague, Rio de Janeiro, Rome, Santiago de Chile, Sarajevo, Seville, Shanghai, Skopje,  Sofia, Strasbourg, 
Stuttgart, Tirana, Tehran, Utrecht, Vienna, Warsaw, Zagreb and Zurich. 
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